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TRANSITIONING YOUR CLM

Making the Contract Management Switch
Seamlessly transition your legacy CLM solution to Exari

Is your current CLM provider ending support of their legacy system? Are they narrowly focused to a limited
number of contract types? Are you looking to switch providers based on current system constraints?
Many companies have questioned whether or not to switch their current CLM. Deciding whether to stay
unsupported or implement a new CLM solution can be a challenging decision.

An Enterprise View Matters

Leading organizations are looking beyond limited implementations of CLM and discovering what is possible
if their contracts are transformed from documents into usable and reportable contract data.

An enterprise–class platform is structured to meet all of the contract-related challenges that face the
modern enterprise and designed for everyone who cares about contracts, including procurement, sales,
operations, legal, risk & compliance, finance, HR, the executive team and the board. Designed for modular
implementation to build a complete vision for enterprise contract certainty, the golden source for contract
data and documents and seamless integrations into existing enterprise systems.
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Exari’s Enterprise Solution
Exari’s Enterprise CLM solution is the only system built to address the entire lifecycle of your contracts.
Streamline the configure, price and quote process, automate creation, approval and negotiation, improve
compliance and track with advanced risk analytics. Exari’s enterprise solution is designed to meet all of the
contract-related challenges that face today’s modern enterprise.
Exari’s platform has proven success in helping companies solve their enterprise challenges globally. Here
are just three main capabilities that make up our CLM platform and differentiate us from the rest:
1. Our Contract Data Model is the industries most advanced model on the market, providing users
with a true enterprise view of contracts. Speed the time and cost of implementation and productize
numerous innovative features such as a contract risk model.
2. Exari’s contract drafting and negotiation capabilities provide a technical sophistication that enables
automation for the most complex contracts, giving business users the confidence to draft contracts
with corporate standards in mind.
3. Enterprise-class API’s allow for two-way integration to ensure that the right people and systems are
getting the right data at the right time.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

